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Market Update — February 24th, 2023 

The spot resin markets remained fairly busy compared to the past  
couple of months, but still slow based on our historic standards. Most 
grades of Polyethylene and Polypropylene gained another cent on the 
back of upward monomer cost pressure and limited spot resin  
supplies. One standout was for HDPE HMW, which jumped $.03/lb as 
Formosa declared Force Majeure on these materials. If you are  
keeping count, that is three producers with FMs declared for PE and 
two for PP, not including product allocations that are also in place. 
With fractional melt HDPE production disruptions accumulating, it 
came as no surprise that this commodity sector, including Blow Mold 
resins, were the most actively traded grades in our marketplace this 
past week. Prime Polypropylene was also sought as spot PGP for Mar 
jumped a nickel, snugging up to heightened Feb levels. This was a 
strong indication that tight monomer supplies will persist at least 
through March and probably beyond, quashing some processors’ 
hopes that they could hold out longer than elevated PP prices would. 
Still, overall resin demand was generally considered lethargic as high 
inflation and interest rates have been sapping consumer demand,  
shaking sentiment, and encouraging many processors to maintain  
minimal levels of resin stocks and finished goods. 
 
Resin contract negotiations are coming to a head, PE producers  
nominated an average of $.06/lb for Feb, but have generally relaxed 
the initiative back to $.03/lb in addition to the $.03/lb already  
implemented in January. To add some pressure, another round of fresh 
increases have been nominated for March, which range from $.03 - 
.05/lb, though it is still uncertain whether the modified Feb increase 
will even take hold. PP producers have not come out with a formal 
increase for Mar but they continue to pursue $.06/lb Feb margin in-
creases in addition to the change in PGP contracts, which is on track 
for a $.07-.09/lb jump. Although PE and PP resin production was  
significantly throttled back from Sep-Dec to better balance supply / 
demand dynamics, stronger production levels returned in Jan while 
demand remained slack, so upstream inventories grew. This has 
dampened producers’ hard fraught efforts of late 2022 and could very 
well compromise their ability to achieve price increases / margin  
expansion for Feb. 
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Resin for Sale 12,996,792

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Ask

PP Homo - Inj 2,139,036              0.550$     0.690$     0.600$      0.670$     

HDPE - Inj 1,856,876              0.560$     0.650$     0.560$      0.610$     

LLDPE - Film 1,775,472              0.520$     0.630$     0.540$      0.590$     

PP Copo - Inj 1,707,220              0.590$     0.740$     0.650$      0.720$     

LDPE - Film 1,676,024              0.600$     0.660$     0.600$      0.650$     

HDPE - Blow 1,449,668              0.550$     0.650$     0.570$      0.620$     

LLDPE - Inj 1,154,656              0.600$     0.695$     0.610$      0.660$     

HMWPE - Film 661,380                 0.580$     0.680$     0.570$      0.620$     

LDPE - Inj 576,460                 0.630$     0.720$     0.650$      0.700$     

   TPE MarketSpot Range
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Polyethylene trading activities continued to improve, but completed 
volumes again fell short of exciting. We saw typical processor  
purchase orders as a normal course of business, though demand was 
not overly robust as higher interest rates and carrying costs are now 
more considered. There was however, quite a run for HDPE HMW 
late in the week in light of Formosa’s new Force Majeure at its  
Biomodal plant in Point Comfort, TX. CP Chem and Ineos still have 
FMs in place and HDPE availability has been the most impacted  
material. By Friday, HMW tacked on $.03/lb, while the rest of the PE 
commodity grades rode up just a cent. As we have seen since the  
beginning of 2023, producer prime railcar offers were very limited, 
though they could be forecasted into production with lead time. 
Offgrade railcar availability was also sporadic, but actually ample 
given lackluster demand. Limited quantities of all prime commodity 
grades were available for prompt shipment from resellers’ supplies 
and our market-making inventories, though some grades were getting 
quite thin. Spot material was also generally available for export as 
Asian demand did not return in Feb with the vigor seen in Dec and the 
first half of Jan. Producers definitely have a better grip on the market 
and some pricing power, but it might not be enough to push through 
the Feb price increase, but they are not giving up yet. 

The Polypropylene market had strong spurts of demand, though our 
order flow lacked the consistency that we generally see. CoPP was the 
more active resin to change hands, while HoPP business was more 
limited. There are still difficulties, even more so now, in finding those 
well-priced grades sought by processors amid ongoing prime railcar 
restrictions while offgrade railcars continue to flow. Much of the  
buying activity that did happen was deemed urgent as processors have 
drawn down their inventories and without a buffer, have become more 
susceptible to railcar delays. Many buyers have opted to buy only as 
needed as they try to wait out the elevated pricing seen so far during 
2023, which was driven by rapidly rising monomer costs; however, 
PGP supplies remain very tight and the cost-push increases continue 
to endure. While some thought the PGP and PP market would break 
in Feb, we did not think so and all indications show that elevated 
monomer costs will now last at least through Mar and likely Apr.  
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When PDH units are running smoothly, PGP production is great, but 
once they come offline for either planned or unexpected outages, like 
two of them have this year, getting them fully back on track is usually 
a big challenge. To date, uninspired resin demand has not fully  
supported spot PP pricing which has not kept pace with the rise in 
monomer. In fact, our PP prices are so far only up $.03/lb in Feb,  
including a penny this week, while PGP has been up $.07 - .09/lb. Our 
PP prices are up $.11/lb since the start of the year while PGP has 
jumped $.18-.20/lb, so the margin compression is very apparent. We 
feel that processors are becoming more acclimated to elevated pricing 
and as the duration of the monomer rally endures, resin prices will 
continue to rise, and at times could even play a little catch-up to  
monomer. In the meantime, producers continue to push for another 
sizable margin-enhancing increase of $.06/lb for Feb PP contracts in 
addition to the change in PGP contracts, which is trending towards 
$.07 - .09/lb. 
 
Participation in the monomer markets was again robust and completed 
transactions were plentiful. Polymer Grade Propylene retook the  
spotlight and an immediate deal for spot Feb was recorded Tuesday 
morning up a penny to $.505/lb, though it was said to have been  
finalized Monday during the Holiday. Later that morning, a second 
transaction for spot PGP was inked at $.505/lb followed by three  
separate deals for 2Q PGP deliveries done at $.43/lb. On Wednesday, 
two deals for 2H ’23 deliveries were cemented at $.43/lb and the  
market continued to inch higher. Spot Propylene supplies remained 
very tight and availability concerns extended into March PGP, which 
was bid up 2 cents to $.475/lb. March PGP then added a penny on 
Thursday when a couple of trades were completed at $.485/lb.  
Although Invista’s PDH unit finally restarted, sustaining PGP  
production was questionable. On Friday, Mar PGP jumped another 
$.015/lb and changed hands at $.50/lb, while Feb was bid at $.505/lb 
against no offers. By Friday’s close, spot Feb PGP had risen a penny 
for the week to settle just below $.505/lb and remain peak pricing. 
Mar PGP leapt a huge nickel to catch up to Feb as the front month 
prepares to roll next week. Deferred contracts rallied lifting all prices 
above $.44/lb as the forward curve’s backwardation narrowed.  
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At current spot levels we expect Feb PGP to see a contract increase of 
$.07 - .09/lb and to settle somewhere between $.50 -.52/lb. In our 
viewpoint ongoing PDH issues will continue to support PGP pricing 
and that this rally is not yet over. 

Ethylene started the week off on a negative tone and prices dipped on 
Tuesday before recovering later in the week. Spot Feb Ethylene in TX 
changed hands twice at $.2175/lb, which was down $.0075/lb from the 
previous Friday. Mar Ethylene then traded at $.20625/lb, 4Q Ethylene 
deliveries were completed twice at $.20/lb, and a deal flipping Feb/
Mar delivery timeframes was also noted. Mar Ethylene in TX snapped 
back midweek and it sold at $.2125/lb, while over in LA spot Feb  
Ethylene transacted at $.1875/lb, down fractionally for the week.  
Sentiments improved Thursday morning, bids for Feb Ethylene  
materialized at $.215/lb and was then seen brokered at $.225/lb  
Thursday afternoon. Numerous bids and offers peppered the market on 
Friday, but voluminous dealings were elusive and the week ended with 
spot Feb Ethylene at $.225/lb, unchanged from last Friday. The f 
orward curve remains inverted through the end of 2023 but deferred 
contracts rallied slightly and helped to narrow the backwardation. 
 
The Energy complex was mixed this week; in a rare occurrence, WTI and Brent Crude Oil took different directions, while Nat Gas rebounded as a  
winter storm moved across the US. Apr WTI Crude Oil came out strong on Tuesday and rose to a high of $77.74/bbl before dropping nearly $4/bbl  
midweek, to establish the week’s low of $73.80/bbl, following a 7.6 million bbl build in domestic stockpiles. By Friday, Apr WTI had bounced back to 
settle at $76.32/bbl for a net loss of 23 cents. Apr Brent also came out strong on Tuesday, supported by a potential drop in Russian exports, and hit a 
high of $84.29/bbl, before coming down almost $4.00/bbl to Thursday’s floor of $80.34/bbl. After staging a little comeback, Apr Brent ended the week 
at $83.16/bbl, for a slight net gain of 16 cents. Mar Nat Gas futures swung in a massive 27% range and even plunged below the $2/bbl threshold for the 
first time since Aug 2020, before sharply reversing to end the week at $2.45/mmBtu for a net gain of almost 18 cents. NGL prices were also mixed with 
Ethane down fractionally at $.250/gal ($.106/lb) and Propane up fractionally at $.817/gal ($.231/lb). 

 

 
Visit our website or contact our trading desk for your spot resin needs. 
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